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Besides the general taps,some people use other gestures and gestures like double taps,
long presses, loops, and shakes to communicate when a post is worth re-viewing or to
skip to the next story. If you want to create something that taps or other gestures will
recognize, try this. Add the following meta tags to the bottom of your Instagram story.

Instagram Stories feature a video and photo carousel at the top of the feed, and in 2017,
they added a new section of the feed called “Popular.” While this section has been

deprecated in 2018, theres still a small chance that it will be rolled out again in the future.
You can navigate through your profile by tapping the Profile link, or jump to your

Instagram Stories or profiles of your friends by tapping on the star. This will open your
user feed to see the top stories from others, and your friends' profiles if you've asked

them to join your Account. Addicted to the Filter bubble? Too bad. Instagram has recently
started tagging public posts with hashtags that might be trending on the Internet at any

given moment. So every post you upload now can be directly searched for hashtags
automatically tagged into the post. To avoid self-promotion, make sure your posts are

tagging an interesting, relevant hashtag that actually represents your brand. Otherwise,
you may be opening yourself up to a bit of negative SEO. Instagram has over 1 billion
users, and more than 75% of them were active on the platform as of June 2016. If you

plan to make money on Instagram, youll need a strong network of followers and fans. So,
how can you encourage them to interact with your content?
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We at LeadCount.co.uk
run a Facebook

advertising agency
specialising in
Facebook Lead
Generation and

Facebook Advertising.
During the time we
were at Facebook,

Instagram was the 2nd
most important social

platform for lead
generation. This post is
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our way of sharing
what has worked for
us. In the first half of

2017, users were
informed about the

new Instagram
guidelines and changes
in the algorithm, which
forced many brands to
rethink their strategies.

While many brands
failed to cope and

started getting really
pissed off because of

it, a few took
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advantage of it and
started gaining more
followers. Instagram
hashtags are your

secret to how other
users discover your
account and are an
extremely effective
tool to attract new

followers. With more
than 830 million active
monthly users, it is one

of the most popular
social networks. If you

don’t leverage the
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hashtag strategy to
your advantage, you
are leaving money on

the table! - Get the
complete guide to Insta-

loot (a free month of
premium subscription

plus a $10 credit to use
on a month’s

subscription) HERE htt
p://instagram-loot.app/i
nvite/?ref=&utm_sourc
e=twitter&utm_mediu
m=social&utm_campai
gn=sample-tweets&ut
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m_content=post&utm_
term=customer-feedba
ck&utm_adid=01C9C4
CADF45A7F7D6F4E4E2
A24C45092C0F0BE7C6
D8FBEA0E1C8F487069
D6A&utm_referrer=htt
ps%3A%2F%2Fpixlee.c

om%2Finstagram-
loot%2F\" class=\"sd-

button-profile gb-
button-custom-large sd-

button-custom\"
target=\"_blank\"

rel=\"nofollow\">Get
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the complete guide to
Insta-loot (a free

month of premium
subscription plus a $10

credit to use on a
month’s subscription)
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